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Summary
The background for the American Sign Language communication was little or non-existent. The
hearing impaired were discriminated against, left out or forgotten, and felt a lack of confidence or a
burden or obligation to others. The National Association of the Deaf (NAD) gave the hearing impaired a
voice, a sense of belonging, restoring a sense of confidence, and a degree of independence. Still,
communication between the deaf was with each other or through interpreter. In the current state of the art
idea thinkers (designers and inventors) said to themselves “How can I make communication between the
hearing and hearing impaired better”? Well, they used audio or video in standalone devices. The devices
were portable and convenient, and friendly”. Design cost constraints for sequencing software was small
due to open source software available on the internet. Design cost constraints for hardware (Phone),
hardware (camera, speaker, and microphone) was held to a minimum. Slate8 ASL is ADA Compliant –
Adheres to ADA section 508, and WCAG 2.0 – Handicap Accessible. The final device will have a large
screen display and color compliant, and have multimedia capabilities. In addition, the final product will
be easy to navigate, designed using Accessibility Frameworks, text – to – speech, haptic (touch), and
gesture technologies, safe for all ages, and most of all legal – does not interfere with other apps and
hardware. Slate8 Top Level Design targets direct line of sight of the “Signer”, both hands and body are
within view. Slate8 ASL software uses real time conversion of ASL to text and audio. The portable
device has a larger onboard memory for multiple language conversions and contains ASL symbols and
video tutorials. At present, slate8 ASL software is only able to recognized single syllables of the ASL
symbols.

Problem Statement
The need to communicate with the Deaf Community or people experiencing hearing loss, or those
who can't hear and need to communicate with those who can hear. The Sign Language App will serve
both groups of people.
Team Project’s 2017-2018 Academic Year Goal: To build an app which converts ASL to text or voice.
Approximately twenty eight million hearing impaired individuals in America feel that one of their
biggest difficulties in dealing with those who can hear as being looked at and treated by them as a
handicapped individuals. According to the PBS documentary, "Sound and Fury", a fairly large percentage
of deaf people---especially those deaf from birth---would opt out of the hearing world, no matter what
current or future technologies will offer. The core principle of the slate8 project is to build an app that will
work on any device to help integrate the deaf/mute community into the mainstream of society. By
developing a standard app that is capable of understanding, translating, and communicating with the
hearing and non-hearing world in any and all earthly languages. The app will be easy for all to use and
convenient.
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Design Requirements
Design Requirement Form
Date:

October 4th, 2017

Design Project
Title:

Sign Language App

Team Name:
Team Advisor
Team Assistant
Project's Long Term
Goal

Slate 8
Dr. Mohamed Chouikha, PhD.
Vanessa Galani
A Working Viable Sign Language App

Project's 2017-2018
Academic Year Goal

A Working Viable Sign Language App

Team Members
(Design Class)

Nathan Kebe El

Team Members
(Others)

None

Requirements

Descriptions

Source

Background (NEED)

The need to communicate with the Deaf Community or
people experiencing hearing loss, or those who
can't hear and need to communicate with those who
can hear. The Sign Language App will serve both
groups of people.

National
Association of
the Deaf - NAD

Objective (Problem)

To create a means of communication between the
hearing and hearing impaired community.

Slate8

Performance

The sign language app once activated and focused on
direct line of sight target, will automatically
switch to the proper mode of operation:
• Sign symbol to text display interpretation
• Voice to text display interpretation
The sign language app is equipped with such
features as:
• Symbols to text
• Text to speech
• Speech to symbol and text
The Sign Language App comes with:
• Database/storage unit consisting of the most
general sign language symbols
The Sign Language App is equipped with:
• Search
• Share
• Store
• Copy
• Video copy/playback
• Print

Sign Language
App, HMM
(Hidden Markov
Models for
Gesture
Recognition).
Python 2.7 for
Windows 10.
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Cost

Java Text, Java Runtime Environment, and App
Inventor 2: Create Your Own Android Apps Oct 23,
2014 by David Wolber and Hal Abelson Kindle Edition
$ 18.35 (Note: these text are starter text!)

Amazon

Safety

When using the app it is safe to use, does not
contain upsetting, offensive content, will not
cause any damage to their device, and can not cause
any physical harm when used.

None

Compliance

The FCC's rules require any manufacturer certifying
a device under the new process to take steps to
prevent “unauthorized” changes to the software on
the device that might alter its radio frequency and
power parameters in a way that takes it out
ofcompliance with the regulations known as FCC Part
15 regulations.Jul 6, 2007

FCC Website

Driver-Vehicle
Interface

N/A

None

Energy, Power, and
Environment

1. Sending or and receiving email over mobile
network: 610mW
2. Video playback: 454mW
3. Sending and receive email over Wi-Fi: 432mW
4. Audio playback: 320mW
5. Sending a text message: 302mW

Internal
battery.

Anupam Yedida

Get Hub

N/A
Sign Language Software with single character symbol
recognition only.

None
Single
Syllables
Only.

Intellectual
Property
Size and Weight
Deliverables
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Constraints

Standards and
Regulations

Cost for tracking software is little to no cost.
Open source software may be available or gain
rights for design. Cost for sequencing software is
little to no cost. Open source software may be
available or gain rights for design. No cost for
hardware (Phone), hardware (camera, speaker,
microphone). Need specially design motions sensor
for watch. Need specially design watch case for
sensors. Little to no cost for Java app creation
for ASL app.
ADA Compliant – Adheres to ADA section 508, and
WCAG 2.0 – Handicap Accessible. Large screen
display and color compliant. Multimedia
capabilities. Easy to navigate. Design using
Accessibility Frameworks, text – to – speech,
haptic (touch), and gesture technologies. Safe for
all ages. Legal – does not interfere with other
apps and hardware.

Android App
Development
Website.

FCC Website

Current Status of Art
American Sign Language Apps teaches symbol identification through video recorded playback
and give early warning detection of hazards. American Sign Language devices can be used as individual
recording devices as base stations in group meetings which when used incorporate Automatic Speech
Recognition software. At present, sign language gloves are used which incorporate wireless
communication into text displayed on screens. This glove controls a virtual hand to mimic sign language
gestures.
1. For the current state of the art, there are apps and devices which teach basic American Sign
Language. These apps and devices contain video tutorials for learning proper hand and finger
positions and facial expressions. An important safety feather of these apps and devices is early
warning detection. For example, a fire alarm will cause the app to give off a series of vibrations
and display warning text.
2. Another state of the art sign language device is designed for group meeting. Individual electronic
devices send and receive text and audio to both hearing and hearing impaired members of the
meeting. The base station is installed with Automatic Speech Recognition software which does
the conversions between text and audio.
3. Finally the American Sign Language Glove wirelessly translates the American Sign Language
alphabet into text by controlling a virtual hand to mimic sign language gestures.

Top Solution Design and Solution Approach
The figure 1 below, illustrates an exemplary process (1) for performing three dimensional hand
tracking using depth sequences, in accordance with some embodiments.
First, the depth image for a previous frame (Frame K−1) is analyzed at Step (2). The depth image
data for the previous frame may simultaneously be passed to tracking process (13) as well as motion
detection process (8) and background modeling process (9)( for further verification. Within tracking
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processs (13), the sett of hands detected in the Frame K−1 aare obtained ((3).

Next, the hand
ds from Frame
e K−1 and Fraame K (i.e., thhe “current frrame”) may b
be subjected tto a
nearest exxtrema localization constrraint (5), whicch effectively searches thee area surroun
nding the locaation
of the han
nd in the prevvious frame and
a constrainss any hand caandidate thatt is detected in the frame tto be
located att the nearest extrema of a foreground body
b
object, otherwise it ccan be discarrded. The han
nds
that pass the nearest extrema
e
localization constraint at step (5) are the co
onfirmed set o
of hands thatt will
be tracked
d (6) from Fraame K−1.
Liike the previo
ous frame (Fraame K−1), the
e informa onn from the current frame ((Frame K) may be
passed to motion dete
ection processs (8) and backkground moddeling processs (9). The resu
ult of processsing
the previo
ous and curre
ent frame usin
ng motion detection proceess (8) and baackground mo
odeling proceess (9)
is that the
e portions of the
t frames where
w
a valid hand
h
may be tracked are limited to onlly “moving pixxel
areas” witthin the fram
me, as well as pixels that are deemed “fooreground pixxels” within tthe frame. These
two consttraints come from
f
the insigght that true positive handds in received
d images are almost alwayys
both in th
he foreground
d, as well as moving.
m
(Note
e: the motion detection prrocess (8) and
d background
modeling process (9) may
m “look bacck” a set num
mber of frame s, e.g., a few seconds' worrth of frames, to
determine whether
w
there
e is a high enoough probabiility of movem
ment in a
particular re
egion of the im
mage to deem
m it a “motion
n region” or a “background
region.”)
Finaally, each fram
me, as it beco mes the “currrent frame,” is subjected tto
the hand detection proce
ess 565, whichh may involvee the backgro
ound-invarian
nt
hand detector decision fo
orest (7) discuussed in greater detail abo
ove, resultingg in a
set of
o candidate hands (10) deetected in thee “current fraame,” Frame K.
Note
e that there may
m be some new hands in
n Frame K thaat were not
pressent in Frame
e K−1, or som e hands that were presentt in Frame K−−1
thatt are not present in Frame K. This outpu
ut of current frame hand
dete
ection process (14) is then passed to haand verificatio
on stage (11),,
alon
ng with: 1.) th
he output of m
motion detecttion process (8) and
backkground mod
deling processs (9) that limitt the potentiaal parts of thee
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ound; and 2. The output o
of the
frame where valid hands can appeaar to the moving portions oof the foregro
m the previouss frame.
hand tracker (13) from
At hand verificcation step (11), the detectted (10) and ttracked (6) haand candidattes are again
o make sure that
t
they are likely to be hands. This pr ocess again leeverages the fact that the hand
verified to
is most offten attached
d to the body with “single directional
d
coonnectivity,” ii.e., located aat the end of aan
arm that is
i connected to the user's body via onlyy a single connnection point. This “singlee directional
connectivvity” check maay be implem
mented by draawing a circle around the d
detected hand and checkin
ng
the interssections with the foreground body mass of the user whose hand has been dettected. If the
detected hand is indee
ed a real hand
d, there will only
o be an int ersection witth the foregro
ound body maass in
one directtion.
Additional veriification steps would include ruling outt candidate haands located in the backgrround
of the sce
ene or in regio
ons of the sce
ene where the
ere has not bbeen any movvement over a predetermined
amount
a
of tim
me. Finally, haands may be vverified by traacking their IDs from fram
me to
frame
f
and rem
moving those
e hands in thee current fram
me that show unusual
movement
m
ch
haracteristics.. For examplee, if there are two hands in
n the frame fo
or
many
m
consecu
utive frames, and then theere are suddeenly six handss in the curren
nt
frame,
f
there is
i a high likelihood that fouur additional hands in the current fram
me
may be faalse positives.. Likewise, if Hand
H
#1 has been
b
on the l eft side of an
n image for m
many consecuttive
frames an
nd Hand #2 haas been on th
he right side of
o an image foor many conssecutive frames, it is unlikeely
that, in th
he current frame, either Haand #1 or Han
nd #2 would ssuddenly movve all the wayy across to th
he
other side
e of the image
e (i.e., move more
m
than the distance byy which a hum
man subject ccould typicallyy
move their hands in th
he time it tookk the image sensor
s
to captture the successive framess). Finally, tho
ose
hand cand
output
as
co
didates that pass
p the hand
d verification step (11) are
onfirmed hand
ds in the currrent
frame, Fraame K, (12).
A random deciision tree from
m a random decision
d
foresst, in accordaance with som
me embodimeents,
e.g., the random
r
decision forest thaat is created during
d
the ha nd detector ttraining proceess or the ran
ndom
decision forest
f
(7) thatt is used durin
ng the hand detection
d
proocess once it h
has been train
ned. Each deccision
tree comp
prises a root node
n
a plurality of internal nodes, calleed split nodess, and a plurality of leaf no
odes.

Implemeentation Proocess
For my teams solution design is the
e extraction of human handd properties based on OpeenCV then
implemen
nt the proposed solution in
nto a portable
e smartphonee app that is user friendly an handicap
accessible
e.
1. Th
he human hand is capture
ed by camerass and the imaages are convverted into their digital
re
epresentation
ns. These digital images are made up off a matrix of sscalar and vecctor values an
nd
th
he OpenCV lib
brary contains algorithms to process thhese images.
2. Th
he contour off an object is defined by se
et of points, w
which describ
be the edge of object or itss
outline. For exxample, the co
ontour of a te
ennis ball is a circle. OpenC
CV library con
ntains a numb
ber of
co
ontour finding algorithms,, which show approximatioon of contourrs and use exttraction
te
echniques.
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3. Such contours represented as a set of points, can be enclosed inside an n-dimensional polygon,
also known as hull. A hull, being a polygonal structure can be concave or convex in its shape. If a
line can be drawn inside to its boarders then it is concave in shape and contains convexity
defects. The human hand contain a large number convexity defects between fingers.
4. The creation of a threshold image is very crucial for Hand detection. Isolating the foreground
from the background is essential as we want the hand to be in the region of Interest.
5. The hand is identified using OpenCV’s contours analysis techniques which are then returned as
an array of co-ordinates of the human hand.
6. Data from the contour analysis technique is then manipulated to obtain an entity known as “The
Number of Convexity Defects”. Based on the value of the convexity defects, it is possible to
identify how many fingers are present and help to identify the symbolic letter that is being
presented.
7. The number of contour defects is calculated by the following process. When the triangle is
computed let the sides be a, b, and c. The triangle is formed by the starting point of the contour,
the ending point of the contour and the farthest point of the contour (a, b, and c respectively).
Angle ‘a’ is computed by this following formula:
a = math.sqrt((end[0] - start[0])**2 + (end[1] - start[1])**2) [7]
8. Angle b and c are calculated in the same way and then the Cosine rule is applied. If the angle A is
less than or equal to 90 degrees, it means that there is a convexity defect. Once a convexity
defect is recognized, a variable by the name “count” increments by one. So, by an algorithm
technique the number of convexity defects can be identified.
9. For identifying A, the difference between the area of a circle and the area of the contour was
calculated. The circle is obtained by bounding the contour. The reason this method is adopted
for A is that there is very little difference between the two areas (mentioned above) which
makes the Letter A stand out from the other letters. Hence this algorithm was found to be very
efficient.
10. For the letter B, the area of the contour was calculated. This method is adopted because the
Letter B has the largest area among the other letters.
11. For letters C, and L if the number of convexity defects are equal to 1, the “angle” is calculated.
OpenCV’s inbuilt function then calculates the overall figure’s orientation giving the angle and
based on these values the letters C, and L are identified.

Conclusion
In conclusion the principal goal of this project is the recognition of American Sign Language Symbols and
the extraction of features of the human hand using of OpenCV and Python software. At present 13
symbolic letters are recognized by this technique.
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